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Abstract 

Some aspects related to the 3-D base isolation of structures are presented in this paper 

through a numerical approach. A traditional horizontal base isolation system with the use of 

high damping rubber bearings (HDRB) is coupled with a tuned mass damper (TMD) in the 

vertical direction. Both lightweight (e.g. artworks or special equipment) and massive struc-

tures (a nuclear power plant building) have been considered and possible positive and nega-

tive aspects from the implementation of the proposed hybrid control strategy are investigated. 

It is found that the TMD is able to provide a reliable source of energy dissipation, and to con-

trol the vertical motion of the structure, only when this has a low value of damping. For 

damping values that approximately exceed the 5% limit, the positive effects of TMD are neg-

ligible, if not worsening. 
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1 INTRODUCTION 

The approach of using Base Isolation to control the seismic response of a structure has by 

now become a mature and well established one [1-3].  

Base Isolation assumes insertion of specifically designed deformable devices (isolation 

bearings) between the structure of interest (the superstructure) and its foundations to shift the 

fundamental period of the superstructure above the predominant period of the ground motion. 

The most common application of Base Isolation takes into account the lateral movement of 

the superstructure, and adopts laterally flexible isolation devices to shift the superstructure 

fundamental period typically in the range from 2 to 4 seconds. However, since such long peri-

ods imply large relative displacements across the isolation devices, a form of energy dissipa-

tion is normally introduced. Base Isolation with respect to the lateral motion has been the 

subject of a vast amount of published research and has become an accepted and standardized 

approach in several seismic design codes (e.g. [4]). 

The concept of Seismic Isolation applied to the vertical component of the structural motion 

has, instead, received a much more limited attention. The first proposals were formulated in 

the late 80s, early 90s of the last century (e.g., [5]), and appeared related to the vertical isola-

tion of part of a floor, mainly to protect valuable light weight equipment (see [6-8]). These 

early proposals were mainly based on mechanical devices. Full-scale tests, carried out on 

shaking tables, pointed out as the performance was less than that that associated at the time to 

horizontal isolation, because of the vertical frequency of the system being not low enough due 

to the cost and size of the required isolation devices. 

More recently, the idea of the vertical isolation of a building has surfaced again in two very 

different fields: namely, in relation to the protection of Nuclear Power Plants and of small his-

torical objects (e.g. [9,10]). 

Isolation in vertical direction, coupled to horizontal base isolation, is known in the nuclear 

community also as “3D isolation”. A recent review of several vertical isolation devices for 

NPPs can be found in [11]. The Vertical Base Isolation (VBI) of Nuclear Power Plants (NPPs) 

has been studied, besides in the USA and in Japan, also in Korea [12], fostered by the effects 

that the vertical component of near field earthquakes that can have on NPPs. 

VBI can be implemented either using integrated isolation solutions, in which a single de-

vice provides isolation with respect to all three ground motion components, or by adding a 

localized vertical isolation component in series to a device that provides isolation with respect 

to the horizontal motion components [6]. At any rate, as it happens for lateral isolation, by 

decreasing the vertical frequency the acceleration in the superstructure are decreased, while 

the relative displacements across the isolators are increased. An appropriately high value of 

damping can help controlling the relative displacements, especially in the low frequency 

range. 

 

2 METHODOLOGY 

In this paper two types of integrated isolation solutions are dealt with: elastomeric-bearings 

and vertical metallic springs. Elastomeric bearings can be classified as low damping or high 

damping bearings, depending on the damping capabilities of the rubber they are made of. 

The stiffness and energy dissipation of high damping bearings is highly nonlinear and de-

pends on the level of shear strain. The effective damping of these devices can reach 10 to 

15 % of the critical.  

The low damping bearings exhibit an almost linear characteristic with damping values in 

the range of 2 to 5 % of critical in the lateral direction. They decrease to lower values if the 

vertical direction is analyzed. This typology is considered in this preliminary study. 
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Metallic springs have typically a very small damping, since they have to stray into the elas-

tic range of the material, and hence need an additional source of damping in horizontal and 

vertical direction. 

In this preliminary work we focus only on the vertical motion of the superstructure and on 

providing the required amount of damping in the vertical direction by means of a properly 

tuned Tuned Mass Damper (TMD). 

 

 
 

Figure 1: Linear dynamic model for the vertical motion of the superstructure with mass m and the TMD. 

 

The Tuned Mass Dampers used to passively control the superstructure consist in a mass at-

tached to the superstructure with a spring and a damper (Figure 1). The control exerted by the 

TMDs can be classified as passive, since the TMDs work as passive energy dissipation devic-

es, providing the damping required to the VIS.  

The damper in the TMD dissipates energy whenever the mass of the TMD oscillates rela-

tive to the superstructure. In order to ensure this motion the TMD is carefully tuned so that its 

natural frequency is close to one relevant modal frequency of the base isolated system. 

The energy transferred from the superstructure to the TMD generates a large oscillations of 

the mass of the TMD, to the point that this aspect can become a limiting one in the design of 

the TMD. 

Due to the quasi-resonance between the controlled mode of the base isolated system and 

the TMD, required for the functioning of the TMD system, this last operates efficiently only 

in a narrow frequency band. That is the frequency of the harmonic input or, in case of wide 

frequency input, the main natural frequency of the structure. Therefore, the TMD mitigates 

only the vibration mode it is tuned to. 

One of the earliest theory for the design of TMD was presented by Den Hartog in his well 

known book [13], where the optimal parameters (natural frequency and damping ratio) of a 

TMD that minimizes the displacement of the primary structure (here the superstructure) 

where obtained by means of the so called fixed-points method. The primary structure is sup-

posed to have vanishing structural damping. Optimal parameters for a wider list of minimiza-

tion objectives, also obtained by the fixed-points method, were later reported in [14], also for 

vanishing damping of the primary structure. Empirical formulas for several minimization ob-

jectives were given by Ioi and Ikeda [15] while approximate, analytical closed-form, and se-

ries solution for the case of non-vanishing damping of the primary structure can be found in 

[16] for mono-frequency and white noise input. 

Optimization of the TMDs parameters in the case of earthquake type excitation was pre-

sented in [17] for an earthquake excitation modelled by a stationary stochastic process with a 

power spectral density of the Kanai-Tajimi type [18,19]. 

By properly selecting the frequency g and damping g of the Kanai-Tajimi filter, different 

spectral density shapes can be represented. For the fitting of real earthquake accelerations g 

has been found in the range 3 to 12 Rad/s.  The value of the frequency g and the damping g 
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associated to the EC8 [4] elastic response spectra can be found in [20.21], along with a closed 

form expression for the elastic response spectra derived from this PSD. 

 

3 ADOPTED CASE STUDIES FOR PRELIMINARILY TESTS 

The preliminary study is focused on both heavy and lightweight structures represented by a 

nuclear power plant (NPP) building and a statue. This last one is a real statue case study with 

the geometric and mass properties reported in Table 1. It has been considered rigidly connect-

ed to the support that is base isolated on four helicoidal metallic springs with 109 and 122 

kN/m as horizontal and vertical stiffness respectively. The intrinsic damping is extremely low 

(about 0.1% in both directions).  

 
Table 1: Considered statue as case study of lightweight structure.  

 
 

The considered NPP building is the IRIS medium power (335 MWe) pressurized light wa-

ter reactor whose preliminary design has been developed by an international consortium 

which includes more than 20 partners from 10 countries. In a tentative design (see Figure 2), 

the introduction of an isolation system was considered; the system is made by 120 HDRB de-

vices installed between the foundation slab and the base [2].  

 

 
 

Figure 2: Base isolated NPP model: (a) NPP layout and the TMD on the vertical direction at the center of 

mass. (b) Top view of the isolation layer.  

The isolators are made of alternated rubber layers and steel plates, bonded through vulcan-

ization. Damping factors intrinsic to this technology ranges generally from 10% to 20%, 

while shear modulus lies in the 0.8–1.4 MPa range.  
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4 RESULTS 

The preliminary analysis of the structures has been performed by the direct integration of 

the equation of motion for the 2DOFS in Figure 1. The seismic input in the vertical direction 

has been fixed to 1g PGA with the aim of possible generalizations due to the intrinsic linearity 

of the numerical model. It has been selected compatible to the USNRC 1.60 response spectra, 

as in [2]. 
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Figure 3: NPP from [2]: parametric study following the Den Hartog [22] tuning equations for different levels 

of TMD damping (). Horizontal axis: TMD mass over the system mass; vertical axis: ratio between the system 

response with and w/o TMD; legend: ratio between the system and the TMD circular frequency.   

 

Figure 3 reports the results of a parametric study for the NPP building in [2] in terms of the 

ratio of the response parameter of interest for the building with and without VBI. The study 

follows the Den Hartog [22] tuning equations and ranging different levels of TMD design pa-

rameters. The selected response parameters are the extreme value of the absolute vertical ac-

celeration (A) of the superstructure, and the extreme value of its vertical relative displacement 

(S). Figure 4 reports the results of VBI for the NPP for a damping of the superstructure that is 

1/10th of that of Figure 3. Finally, Figure 5 reports the results of VBI for the case of a small 

historical object: a statue.  

As it can be appreciated from Figure 3, due to the already sufficiently large amount of 

damping provided by the VBI devices, (the Seismic isolators are HDRB, so a high level of 

inherent damping is considered [2]), the introduction of a TMD resulted in a deterioration of 

the response both in terms of acceleration and displacements. At the increase of the damping 

in the TMD the response deteriorates even more, and a TMS does not seem to be a proper so-

lution of additional damping for the structure. 

However, considering also the extensive use of low damping rubber bearings in existing 

structures, as the natural rubber bearings, also for nuclear facilities, the benefits of TMD im-

plementation for existing and new structures can be highlighted [23,24]. Thus, Figure 4 for 

the same NPP building in [2], with a reduced intrinsic damping of the isolation layer (about 

1%), highlights the benefits that can be provided by the implementation of a TMD system. 

This positive effect is mainly provided with respect to the absolute acceleration response. 

marco
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Finally, Figure 5 depicts the case of a small statue, vertically isolated by metallic springs. 

For the reasons already expresses, the damping in this case is very low. Due to the low initial 

value of the damping in the superstructure, that is provided only by material hysteresis in the 

springs, the introduction of a TMS is highly beneficial for both the absolute acceleration in 

the vertical direction and the relative displacements, to an extent similar to the one for the 

NPP with low damping isolation bearing. 
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Figure 4: NPP from [2] with reduced damping in the rubber bearings isolation layer: parametric study follow-

ing the Den Hartog [22] tuning equations for different levels of TMD damping (). Horizontal axis: TMD mass 

over the system mass; vertical axis: ratio between the system response with and w/o TMD; legend: ratio between 

the system and the TMD circular frequency.   
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Figure 5: Statue: parametric study following the Den Hartog [22] tuning equations for different levels of 

TMD damping (). Horizontal axis: TMD mass over the system mass; vertical axis: ratio between the system 

response with and w/o TMD; legend: ratio between the system and the TMD circular frequency.   
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5 CONCLUSIONS 

• This paper deals with a preliminary study of an innovative solution that consists in the 

implementation of a TMD in the vertical direction in parallel to traditional base isolated sys-

tems to mitigate the vertical response. Therefore, a 3-D base isolation with uncoupled reaction 

components is achieved.  

• To test the proposed procedure with respect to traditional isolated ones, simple case 

studies are considered, in particular a heavy and lightweight case studies. They are a NPP 

building and a statue respectively.  

• The preliminary results show that the implementation of TMD can be beneficial to re-

duces the vertical absolute accelerations and the relative vertical displacements of the super-

structure. However, the level of the inherent damping in the base isolation bearings drive the 

effectiveness of the proposed solution. Indeed, it is verified effective only with low damping 

base isolation devices, as natural rubber bearings or steel helical springs. 

• Further research will be focused on the investigation of more complex structural con-

ditions, considering both the vertical and horizontal nonlinear structural response. Further-

more, more general seismic inputs will be considered for a comprehensive earthquake 

scenario, to evaluate the practicability and the effectiveness of the proposed solution. 
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